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It's all fun and games until you actually read the syllabus and realize that 20% of your overall capstone grades depend on Capsim. Dropping a course is always an option, but it's your last semester and this is a capstone course. Therefore, dropping the course now would be pointless because it is a course that everyone in the program must suffer for that degree. Anyway, after
going through this course, you need to raise the price during salary negotiations - you need to make up for the knowledge you got from this business simulation. Otherwise, the stress, anxiety, lack of sleep and social isolation caused by this business simulation is a busy job and we all need a refund. If you're looking for some help here, here's a Kapsim guide with Capsim tips to
help you go round by round to help you pass this MBA Capstone course. Before you start, remember, the general strategy of this game is to invest heavily in capacity, automation, and invention using long-term debt in previous rounds. So let it rain! If this is a group assignment and the accounting and finance members are risk aversion individuals, consider rejecting them. Yes! fire
them. If you don't dismiss them, get ready for a headache later in the game. Read next: Kapsim Round Brief Summary Kapsim Tips Before you start the Round 1 Capsim Business Simulation Game, remember that the price range decreases by $0.50 at both ends each year. Make sure you have enough capacity to produce each segment. Very important: if a new product is
invented, invest in capacity. If funds are available (probably not), invest in automating invented products. Changing the product size or performance rearranges the product on the perception map. That is, the product moves towards the lower right of the perception map due to improved performance and reduced size. If you do not change the position of the product, the product
moves to the low-end market segment. Overall, you will really want to read the instruction booklet to get a better understanding of the game. Without going through the booklet, you will end up playing blindly, which negatively affects your grades. Research and Development (R&amp;D) Decisions Kapsim Tips Round 1 Marketing Decisions Kapsim Tips Were Paid for Round 1
Accessibility. paid for consciousness. Production Decision Kapsim Tip Round 1 Purchased automation of new and existing products. The ability to purchase new products and existing products. Financial Decision Capusim Tips Round 1 Issued Shares. Issued bonds. Changed the due date for accounts receivable to 90 days. Capushim Tip Round 2 Relocation Segment:
Traditional, High End, Performance and Size Determined by 30-Day Research and Development (R&amp;D) on The Payment Date of The Changed Accounts Payable. Marketing Decisions Kapsim Tips Round 2 paid for accessibility. paid for consciousness. Production Decisions Kapsim Tips Round 2 has purchased more automation. More people bought itFinancial decision
Capsim Tip Round 2 issued shares. Issued bonds. The due date for accounts receivable is 90 days (the same as in the previous round). Accounts payable is up to 30 days (the same as in the previous round). Hr Decision Capsim Tip Round 2 Recruitment Cost: $5,000. Training: 80 hours. Negotiated new working conditions. Brief Overview Capsim Round 3 Research and
Development (R&amp;D) Decision Capsim Round 3 Relocation Segment: High End, Performance, Size, High End (Invented Products). Marketing decisions were paid for Capsim Round 3 accessibility. paid for consciousness. Production decision Purchased more automation than Capsim Round 3. I bought more capacity. Financial Decision Capsim Round 3 Issued
Shares.Accounts receivable due 90 days (same as in the previous round). Accounts payable is up to 30 days (the same as in the previous round). Personnel Decision Capsim Round 3 Recruitment Fee: $5,000. Training: 80 hours. Brief Summary Kapsim Tips Round 4 Research and Development (R&amp;D) Decision Kapsim Tip Round 4 Relocation Segment: Traditional, High
End, Performance, Size, High End (Inventive Product). Marketing Decision Capsim Tips Round 4 paid for accessibility. paid for consciousness. Production Decisions Kapsim Tips Round 4 has purchased more automation. I bought more capacity. Financial decision Capsim Tip Round 4 issued shares. The due date for accounts receivable is 90 days (the same as in the previous
round). Accounts payable is up to 30 days (the same as in the previous round). Personnel Decision Kapsim Tip Round 4 Recruitment Cost: $5,000. Training: 80 hours. Total Volume Management (TQM) Kapsim Tip Round 4 Cost: $1,500 per category. Round 5 A brief summary of Capusim's tips per R&amp;D decision Capsim Tips per Round 5 repositioned all segments.
Marketing decisions paid for 5 accessibility per Capsim Tip round. paid for consciousness. Production Decisions Kapsim Tips per Round 5 purchased more automation. Finance Decision CapSIMTips Round 5 90 days per accounts receivable (same as the previous round) Payable payment date is up to 30 days (same as the previous round). Hr Decision Tips per Capsim Round 5
Recruitment Cost: $5,000.Training: 80 hours. Total Volume Management (TQM) Capsim Tips per Round 5 Cost: $1,500 per category. Brief Summary Kapsim Tips Round 6 Research and Development (R&amp;D) Decision Kapsim Tips per Round 6 Relocation Segment: Traditional, High End, Performance, Size, High End (Invented Products). Marketing Decisions Kapsim Tips
Round 6 paid for accessibility. paid for consciousness. Production decision Kapsim Tip Round 6 purchased more automation. I bought more capacity. Financial Decision Capsim Tip Round 6 Accounts receivable is due on 90 days (same as the previous round). Accounts payable is up to 30 days (the same as in the previous round). Hr Decision Kapsim Tip Round 6 Recruitment
Cost: $5,000. Training: 80 hours.Quantity Control (TQM) Kapsim Tip Round 6 Cost: $1,500 per category. Brief Summary Kapsim Tips Round 7 Research and Development (R&amp;D) Decision Kapsim Tips Round 7 Relocation Segment: Traditional High-End, High-End, High-End (Inventive Products) Marketing Decisions Kapsim Tips Round 7 Paid for Accessibility. paid for
consciousness. Production Decision Kapsim Tip Round 7 Finance Decision Kapsim Tip Round 7 Retirement Stock.Retirement Bonds. The due date for accounts receivable is 90 days (the same as in the previous round). Accounts payable is up to 30 days (the same as in the previous round). Personnel Decision Capsim Tip Round 7 Recruitment Cost: $5,000. Training: 80 hours.
Negotiated new working conditions. Brief Summary Kapsim Tips Round 8 Research and Development (R&amp;D) Decision Capsim Round 8 Relocation Segment: Traditional, High End, Performance, Size, High End (Inventive Product). Marketing Decision Capsim Round 8 paid for accessibility. paid for consciousness. Production decision Capsim Round 8 no more automation and
capacity purchase. Financial decision Capsim Round 8 retired stock. Retirement bonds. The due date for accounts receivable is 90 days (the same as in the previous round). Accounts payable is up to 30 days (the same as in the previous round). Personnel Decision Capsim Round 8 Recruitment Fee: $5,000. Training: 80 hours. Kapsim Andrews Annual Financial Report This is a
step-by-step guide to make it easier to avoid mistakes like losing when you launch Kapsim and also to avoid tips for you to win the game. Good luck and success! Capsim1 - Start logging in and read the industry conditions report (top menu, report tab, last line) 2 - Read the courier report of the last round (to get market overview, price, production, competitor analysis) 3 - You need
to prepare an Excel file to calculate R&amp;D, sales forecasts and production for each round. You can download free Excel files here - Download all EXCEL files here Link to Capsim Capstone Excel files - LINK 2Or Email: get free support for creating mbahelp2002@gmail.com Excel files. Free Personal Support for Round 1-2 Email: mbahelp2002@gmail.comR&amp;D changes
MTBF for all our products to the maximum amount we can. Traditionally changing each product according to a spreadsheet of size 21000 or 20000 each segment from high end to 25000 or 23000 performance (best sale must be 27000) ending in 17000 or 14000 until 17000 (requiring 7 years for the best sale). With the exception of a revised date that reaches July, we want to
improve performance and reduce the size as much as possible. The only product that doesn't work (June 26 is perfect for product launches) is a low-end segment product. Leave this product in its original specifications. Marketing prices traditionally want to start your pricing as close as your competition, undercut if possible. For the low end, you need to set an affordable and
affordable price without below the contribution margin of 40%. And without sacrificing demand. For high-end,And the size segment will place the best possible price. Round 1 Recommendations $29.5Low End $21 or 20.5High End $39.50 Performance and Size $34.50 (Check Courier Reports for Each Segment, Price and Customer Preferences) PROMO budget and sales budget
will not spend more than $2000 on promotion of any product. The first year (declining returns start at $2000) we want to spend $2000 on the traditional, low end for high end, performance and size. Spending between $1000 and $1500 won't spend more than $2000 on promotions on any product of any year. (Decline returns start at $2000) The first year wants to spend $1500 on
the traditional, low end, for high end, performance and size. About $1000 - $1500Note: If you profit from rounds 1, 2 and 3, you can use 2.000 for the low end, then 1.200 and 2.000 for all products in round 4. Forecast Take last year's market share from capstone courier's market share page and double it by next year's demand for each segment. To calculate demand for next year,
take current demand and multiple in growth rate Next year's DemandNote:- The easiest thing to do is to check the courier report, find the production page, find the sales unit and inventory sales forecast. PRODUCTION PRODUCT SCHEDULE (Unit Sales Forecast)*(1.2)–Inventory Inventory) Automation evaluation we think we have a cushion of inventory in case we sell more units
than we predict traditional traditional, you 8 (stock inventory) Or 10) increase that automation by 2 points in each round until you reach the low end and you want to get to 10 as soon as possible (make sure you move to 8 or 9 in the first round and have 10 in 2nd Eg). 5.0 to 6.5, and 8.0, and 10.0High End, a 0.5 or 1 point increase in each round, you don't want to exceed 6.
Performance, 1 or 1.5 increase in each round, 0.0 in each round until you reach 7Size. Increase by 5 or 1 point to reach 7Note: most easily, increase the low end to 10 to 10, and increase the other three products (HE, PE, SZ Round 4 to 4-5-6) to 4-5-6. It is less than 20% and 50% if you want to maintain 100% purchase/sell capacity at all times with 100% BUY/SELL capacity at
WORKFORCE co-regular. If you need to sell capacity more than 50%, you need to buy capacity Note: 150% you will simply add capacity for TR and HE sales capacity in round 1, round 4 to LEThen, After making a decision on production that will add he, PE and SZ capacity when you have a high sale, if you have any capital investment left, if you are going to spend it on
automation or capacity, try not to sell or invest the capacity. Because I strongly recommend that you sell some capacity in the first roundFinancial automation sells with traditional high-end, performance and size products. Note: - TR and HE's ability to sell in Round 1 wants to invest the maximum in recruitment and training time because they want to spend as much as possible on
human capital investing in LE and new capabilities for new LE2HUMAN resources. Recruitment expenditures; $5000 training time; 80 hours We want to have at least $10,000 in december cash positions to avoid going into finance emergency loans We raise money until we reach this $10000 cash position in the first year in the following order: as much shares as possible Get issue
a lot of issue long-term debt you get whatever you need to remain from borrowing retire shares that is for when you have a good cash position and have dividends per share left to buy back shares from the market, if you are leaving cash in a capital investment to give to shareholders. It's for if you want to pay off your long-term debt early (which usually reduces your profit costs)**
This is a long-term strategy game, with 8 rounds 1-2-3 for investment, new product development, research and development, promotion and sales. Thus, while strong investments will be required and will have good sales, low net income will use all three sources of investment, equity issuance, short-term and long-term loan rounds 4-5-6-7-8 and will have both top sales and profits.
When TQM TQM starts, you want to spend $1500 on the first round, $1500 in the second round, and $1000 in the third round. If this expenditure focuses on maximizing scorecard scores, for every single aspect of TQMFINANCEFinance, these recommendations would be very tricky, only for your first round. The simplest, round 1-2-3 uses short- and long-term loans for maximum
equity issuance, investment round 4-5-6 use equity issuance and long-term loan round 7-8 can retire shares, pay dividends and retire long-term loans Important: if you should make money in the first round, it is normal. Companies will never make money for the first few years, take your first year as an investment and lay down your strategy. Lead the game in top sales and profit
strategies in rounds 1-2-3 for investments, later rounds 4-8 Last update: Free personal support for rounds 25 Dec 2019 1-2Email: mbahelp2002@gmail.com mbahelp2002@gmail.com
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